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Editorial musings
Welcome to the Perverts, Virgins, Old Timers and
Wombles issue of the club magazine, featuring bikes, caves
and boulders to elicit your wanderlust and excitement as
you peruse these pages. Hopefully it will inspire and
delight, entertain and please.
As usual you can test the ol' grey matter with the
presidents quiz, read up on members adventures and
admire their derring do and award winning photos. (thats
enough of the B@£$!&*% for now).
Don't forget we have the upcoming AGM in September,
so please make a note in your diary to attend. Its your
club after all and here is your chance to have your say on
club affairs. If you have anything you wish to add to the
agenda, please contact Clive Osbourne to have it included.
As always we need your articles, pictures and general club
interest articles to install in our next fabulous issue of take
in, so let us have the info otherwise you will be the only
one who knows the story.

Ta ra for now.

PMC Frostbite 50 Bicycle
Extravaganza Sunday 26/02/17
Miles Guff

There are a few bods in the PMC who claim to be into cycling.
As usual some actually do and some don't... In the interests of
smoking out the 'all the gear/verbal only' protagonists, the
Frostbite 50 was devised.
Described as: "A reasonably straightforward 50 mile, 550m
ascent cycle ride in pretty rolling countryside along some of
the lesser known roads surrounding Peterborough.
All on road, social pace (12-13mph), no one gets left behind
(unless they really, really misbehave).
Cafe stop for tea and buns at Rassell's Tea House, Little Bytham
halfway”

After a plethora, nay avalanche of excuses (hospital
'procedures', limb dislocations, wife swapping sessions etc etc),
just 3 of us (Malcolm and Daniel Flatt plus moi) duly met at
Rutland Cycles, Ham Lane, Ferry Meadows for our chilly
adventure.
Happily our
numbers swelled
with the arrival
of Rob
Pontefract
unannounced,
halfway through
(at the cafe)
and very late in
the day. That's
not like Rob at
all, oh no... :-)

We fought our way manfully out to the frozen North
via Ferry Meadows and through the myriad dog walkers,
plodders and general getters in the wayers to Marholm,
Etton, Maxey and West Deeping. Here the territory
changes to 'Yellow Belly land' and you're on your way to
Greatford, Braceborough, Wilsthorpe and Obthorpe. For
those unfamiliar with the Northern Territories of
Peterborough/Southern Climes of Lincs, here be open
rolling farmland with just a hint of elevation. The
Cambs Himalayas it is not but it makes for very pleasant
bicycle riding nonetheless especially as we had the
benefit of a howling SW wind pushing us along at a very
un-sedate pace.
Our first 'proper' hill arrived in the form of Swallow Hill
in Thurlby which is a bit of a surprise for dyed in the
wool Fen cyclists. As per all good hills, there follows a
very satisfactory decent and a nasty little climb up to
Witham on the Hill (clue; it's all in the name...). We
bumbled along enjoying the tail wind into Little Bytham
for tea + buns.
a light cyclists breakfast ready for demolition

Somewhat chubbier, eventually we left the cafe to do battle
with our former friend the howling SW, now morphed into a
vile, unspeakable headwind all-the-way-back. Despite our best
efforts Rob waylaid us outside the cafe and our now 4
musketeers took off to do (more) battle.
Carlby and Pickworth were dispatched if not with alacrity
certainly with a small amount of indigestion and Rob then
found himself back almost at home in Great Casterton. Daniel
by this point had had enough time to formulate the old
favourite 'my knees buggered' excuse and limped off to spend
the rest of the afternoon rifling Rob's conveniently close by
knicker drawer and blast his broadband account via overuse of
'You Porn' etc (other porn providers are available - apparently).
Now three, we (not to be deflected from our mission despite
being a man down) headed for Little Casterton by cutting
through past the delightful Tolethorpe Hall. This helpfully
deposits the cyclist halfway up the nasty 'Conker Hill' exit from
Little Casterton and then onto Belmesthorpe.
Like the desert, we had more 'lumpy bumpy' through Uffington,
Barnack and Ufford to put us firmly on the final furlong. My
cycling colleagues did the decent thing and abandoned me
outside Marholm, Rob to rescue his Internet integrity and
Malcolm to fire up the diesel donkey to rescue Daniel ('ooo my
knee') from Rob's influence.
I did the last bit to Ailsworth and along the railway into Ferry
Meadows alone, yes ALONE (it was very, very serious...) and
arrived back more or less in one piece.
A success? Maybe not mathematically but hopefully everyone
enjoyed it. Try it next time if not just for the Billy Bunter
breakfast. Almost as advertised; 49.50 miles and 510m of
climbing.

Confessions of a PMC virgin.
After 10 or 12 years of hill walking in Scotland , Wales
and the Lakes I was starting to think, what about that
craggy bit there, could I do that. Fear of heights had
curtailed any previous forays onto steeper ground. Finally
a posting on facebook inviting people on a scrambling trip
with the PMC to the Lake District caught my eye. With
grade 2 scrambling on Cam Crag on the menu it sounded
a perfect introduction.
The first days exploits on Cam Crag and Dove Nest Crag
were so much fun that I was bouncing around all day, not
noticing how much energy had been expended. But I shall
leave the details of that day to another to write up.
Sunday produced a sky of almost stainless blue, with only
a slight breeze the layers were quickly peeled off and I
was wondering why I had not worn shorts. The sharp
incline out of the Langdale valley toward Pavey Ark felt
steeper than it looked, I consoled myself with the thought
that the old legs would soon get going!

Standing back looking across Stickle Tarn at Pavey Ark it has
always struck me as improbable that there lay an easy route
to the top. Once before I had ventured up Jacks Rake and it
did scare me at the time. I stuck as far away from the edge
as possible, choosing to go up the wet inner gully at times
rather than the easier drier climbing on the outer edge. Today
though I found myself taking the easier ground, it somehow
felt less intimidating. A ledge I had remembered as only a
foot wide turned out to be more like a yard. The vertiginous
fears of the past were being exorcised.
My legs seem to have come to life again and we had a merry
time joking and laughing on the way up. I am sure that Paul
was high on tramadol and I am not sure what Charles was
on as he balanced precariously on a slab that projects over
the edge. I so wanted to grab his hand, it gave me vertigo
watching.
Then maybe a highlight the unmistakable harsh “tuck, tuck”
call of a Ring Ouzel. Unseen at first, but then it flew across
and continued its diatribe from another rock, only then to set
off after an intruding kestrel. It’s always a delight to see this
bird return in spring from its southern wintering quarters, a
true mountain bird.
Lunch was consumed atop Pavey Ark in a sunny and
sheltered spot, before heading off for Harrison Stickle and
Pike of Stickle. Meanwhile, still high on tramadol, Paul shot
off to bag a couple of extra Wainwights [Thunacar Knott and
High Raise].
The walk down was surprisingly hard work, a hangover from
first day I suspect, but that made the pint at the bottom even
better. For me it was an excellent trip, I was challenged by
the first days scrambling but the presence of experienced folk
and a rope on occasion meant I was
able to take on this new experience
and hope to progress on from here.

Roland Stevens

A
newspaper
article
from the
early days
of the club,
probably
published
about 1960

peak district bouldering
PCW regulars Jack Rowlands, Dan Grammatica, Neil Anthony
and Stephen Best joined meet leader Mark Peck for a day trip to
the Peak District at the renowned Cratcliffe and Robin Hoods
Stride.
The group were
lucky enough to
enjoy some, unpeaks like, nice
sunny weather
during the day and
took in some great
climbs and a number
of routes across the
two areas.
The day began with
the guys climbing on
the Middle boulders
at Cratcliffe under
the canopy of pine
trees. Both Jack and
Mark successfully
completed the route
Razor Roof (rated
Font 6c) with the
other three
completed some
routes on the
surrounding boulders including a sit start rates V5 and ‘Middle
Right’ a 5+ slab route.

The group then moved onto the Tree Boulders including the
famous Egg rock. This rock has five routes including a 5+
which all but Neil completed and then all the climbers had a go
on Egg Arete rated 6a+ which Mark and Jack completed.
Behind Egg lays the famous T Crack boulder. A classic roof
line with slopers to finish and rated 7b font. Both Mark and
Jack made a good effort of this route but unfortunately could
not successfully complete it.
While Mark and Jack were attempting T Crack, the rest of the
team completed a number of routes on the boulders situated
above this just outside the trees on the Northern most section
of the crag known as the top boulders. These included routes
known as Blind Pocket Wall (5+) and ‘Scoop Arete (4).
Everybody then made their way over to the more popular
Robin Hoods Stride. By this time the sun was fully out and
here they concentrated on the boulder known as Square Block
and completed routes known as ‘Scoop Slab Traverse’ (5+)
and ‘Stepped Arete Right-Hand’ a lovely arête route rated at
(5). Climbing this arête on the left hand side was the final route
they attempted at (6b). after a few goes each, Mark and Jack
managed to top out to cap a superb day’s sport.

Quiz Answers
1)

Joe Brown (1930-

)

Mick Burke (1941-1975)

5)

Harold (Bill) Tilman (1898- 1977)

4)

Tom Patey (1932-1970)

3)

Edward Whymper (1840- 1911)

2)

6)

W.H. (Bill) Murray (1913-1996)

Jullie Tullis (1939-1986)

10)

William Slingsby (1849-192910)

9)

Geoffrey Winthrop Young (1876-1958)

8)

Chris Bonnington (1934- )

7)

Cycling the three peaks
The return journey from any trip is always a favourite of mine.
Sitting on a train, plane or car, several hours from home, giving
me uninterrupted time to plot and plan future endeavours.
And that’s exactly what happened in late September last year
after (unsuccessfully) mountain biking, and bivvy-bagging, the
Trans-Cambrian Way over a weekend.
Despite falling short of our destination, having numerous
mechanicals and temporarily soaking my phone putting it out of
action, the return journey saw me – and my friend Callum –
enthusiastic as ever to plan a more ambitious trip for the
following
year.
Fast
forward to
early June
and we’re
both on
trains
heading to
Bangor
with bikes
and
panniers
loaded.
The aim –
to cycle
and walk
the national three peaks. Having decided to do more hill-walking,
and never walking the three tallest peaks, this seemed like an
obvious choice.

The cycle route along Wales’ north coast was spectacularly
fast, with the prevailing winds assisting us along the mostly
flat coast. With bivvy and tarps, our plan was to wild camp
wherever we ended – and rolling along Conwy beach, with an
exceptionally clear forecast, we opted to sleep on the
beach. Waking to a stunning sunrise, Callum embraced an
early morning swim to the surprise of local dog walkers.

Heading away from North Wales our cycle became much less
scenic and more industrial, heading through the likes of
Warrington and Wigan. We cycled along the canal paths until
dark, with very few wild camping options, until we cycled into
Haigh Woodland Park. Here we found a hidden and sheltered
spot, sent to sleep with the sound of sirens – and rain soon
followed.
The next day was a big push into the Lake District – dripping wet
within moments of packing our tarp, the torrential rain followed
us without stopping for the full ride into Ambleside where were
opted to dry in the hostel. The final descent into Ambleside
made the day worthwhile.
Waking refreshed in a
proper bed after sharing a
small bottle of whisky, our
kit had almost-dried and
we tucked into a hearty
full-English breakfast. The
forecast wasn’t looking
great for our hike up
Scafell Pike with yellowweather-warnings for rain
and gale-force winds, so we
opted to cycle along the west of Thirlmere into Keswick for
lunch. Soaked, we sheltered in a pub where I proceeded to
knock my beer over – getting even more wet. Deciding the rain
was too much to bivvy, we cycled south to Borrowdale and took
shelter early in the hostel, enjoying some local ales and whisky
while our kit dried. We’d used some of our contingency, but
enjoyed the rest and relaxation.

Waking at around 5am to perfect weather we set off to cycle to
Seathwaite where we locked our bicycles and were walking by
6.30am. The walking was great and we were one of only two
groups on their way up, and were surprised to find the other
group were also cycling the three peaks.

We took great pleasure in discovering their route had a
motorhome support vehicle carrying all their kit and their next
destination a spa; amateurs. The summit was clear and we made
good progress down, enjoying a couple of early-afternoon ales
(and whisky) in the hostel before getting back on the bikes.

Ending the day with a 50+ mile ride we crossed the border into
Scotland having refuelled on kebab in Carlisle, looking for
somewhere to setup bivvy north of Gretna Green. There
weren’t many options and it was now gone 10pm, so cycling
through Kirkpatrick-Fleming we stopped at the pub and were
invited to pitch-up in their garden. The drinks were cheap
which helped cement the decision.
The heavy rain continued as we rode north hugging the A74/
M74. This section wasn’t the most spectacular, but we made
good progress until entering Glasgow which hampered our
averages and saw us arriving at a friend’s late in the evening.

Fuelled, refreshed and showered we woke to discover snapped
spokes on Callum’s rear wheel. Without spares, we rode north to
the nearest bike shop to find he needed an almost near rear
wheel rebuild, with all new drive-side spokes. After a few hours
rest and bike maintenance it was clear we weren’t going to
make it to Fort William that evening.
Around lunch we set off, cycling the busy A82 along Loch
Lomond where, half-way along, I pulled a muscle in my leg –
massively hampering our progress. Persevering at a much slower
pace we eventually made it to Crainlarich where we setup our
bivvy and tarp by the river.

A full day into our two-day contingency we set-off through
Tyndrum where we stopped early for a second breakfast,
before continuing through Bridge of Ochy maintaining a pretty
slow pace due to my leg. The ride was stunning and weather
improved greatly, and despite not being early enough for Ben
Nevis, arrived early into Fort William.

Thankfully we had another full day remaining so we took
advantage of the early finish with fish supper and a few drinks
to celebrate the end of our cycle, where we met two other
chaps doing the three peaks cycle as part of Lands End to John
O’Groats. The rain came, so the drinks continued until closing
time, leaving us searching for a bivvy at 1am.
Our final day took us up Ben Nevis. By now my leg was giving
me a lot of pain, but dosed up on ibuprofen we continued until
half-way it was seriously sore. Around 20 minutes from the
summit I was struggling to put weight on it, but elected to
continue and soon made it to the top – greeted with very little
visibility. The descent proved challenging and a kind lady gifted
me her walking pole and my friend Callum did a great job of
guiding me down the tricky bits.

Back down with around
an hour before our
sleeper train home, my
legs felt better getting
back on the bike to Fort
William station. The
train pulled out and
despite a bad journey
(breaking down and
changing trains in
Edinburgh early in the
AM) I arrived back to
Peterborough midmorning and was back to
work by lunch.
Overall the trip was a
great success. Would I
recommend? Yes and no.
There’s much nicer
summits and there’s
much nicer cycling routes, however overall it was
fantastic and great to see so much of the country, and
national parks, in a short space of time. It was great to
combine the two activities, and I’m looking at a multi-day
canoe/walking trip to Scotland for the following year.
We covered over 500 miles plus the walks in a fairly
leisurely 9 days, including our 2 day contingency which
we needed for weather, mechanicals and injuries. The
cottage made a great base to start from and proved
quick-and-easy to get to from Bangor station. The sleeper
train from Fort William took us to Euston station, but
really maximises your time by travelling at night.

Committee member
profile- Jack Bavister
Jack joined
the PMC
committee at
the end of
2016, taking
on the role of
events
secretary. He
schedules
the events
calendar for
the club and
helps to
promote
them,
arranges and
confirms
meet
leaders. Jack partakes in a wide range of hobbies on
land and water, mostly enjoying journeys and multiday trips by cycle, canoe, motorbike or sailing. He
tries to get out walking in the mountains regularly
and climbs occasionally.

Underground, overground…………

"Hi Tony, have you done Cam Crag Ridge?"…
asked Clive as I signed in for a Saturday
afternoon session at The Wall with my son Leo.
It was a hell of a coincidence (spooky even), as
that was precisely the route I'd been itching to
have a go at, having read a couple of exciting
guide book descriptions. The May PMC
Scrambling Meet in the Lakes could not come
around soon enough!...
We're blessed with fine, dry conditions as we
embark on the 4km approach through the
'Scottish-glen-like' valley of Langstrath, before
heading steeply up to the start of the ridge…
(typically Grade 2, but can be 1 or 3 depending
on the line taken). A short break for
refreshment then we're off, ascending over
wonderfully grippy rock…slabs, corners,
cracks…it seems to have a bit of everything. We
each stay as close to the ridge's more
challenging right-hand side as we're
individually comfortable with…Clive and Mark
opting at one point for a particularly bold and
exposed buttress. Further up, on an impressive
wall of steep grooves, both Roland and I ask for
a rope to be thrown down. I tell myself I could
probably manage without, but in-truth I'm
pleased for the security the rope brings, being
able to enjoy each move without the worry of
becoming 'gripped'.

A couple of easier slabs follow before we top-out on a
grassy belvedere, with a splendid view towards the dalehead and Bowfell beyond. This is too good a spot to pass
up, so we stop for lunch and discuss our next move.
Obvious choices would be to turn SW up to Glaramara's
summit, or have a much shorter day by heading N
towards Tarn at Leaves. Paul, however, has a quite
different plan…and it proves to be a cracker…(as is the
homemade sloe gin he generously offers round!).
We ascend a little to the W, then drop steeply into Combe
Gill…his idea consists of a bit of subterranean
exploration in The Attic Cave (Gr.2), before tackling
Dove's Nest Crag, Right Hand Groove (Gr.3). Well, the
'cave' was brilliant…climbing a steep chimney, passing
beneath chockstones and squirming through holes was
esoteric, to say the least! A helmet proved to be a really
useful piece of kit…a terse "F**king Hell!" from an
unprotected Paul confirming this later during the
confined passage.

The guide-book recommendation to reverse the route to
exit was completely disregarded, as Clive disappeared
down through a tiny hole and set up an abseil descent
within a narrow cleft…which eventually brought us back
to the outside world.
Still nursing a painful
chest, following a slip
on an icy descent in
Snowdonia during the
winter, Andy had
decided the cave was
not for him this time…
and we emerged to
find him dozing
peacefully on the hillside terrace. A couple of climbers
were tackling a route above him, and to the left of our
next objective…and after some terrific scrambling up our
juggy groove the two routes appeared to merge. Paul
tries to explain to the lady that the next part of their
line is also our crux, but she's adamant that it's a rock
climb. They're already established on the route, so quite
correctly we leave them to it and decide to try a
different way. Straight up looks bloody hard…so we
traverse delicately right, over a shallow rib and up a
vegetated face. At one point both my foot-holds gave
way, but fortunately two big handfuls of foliage held…
and I spent a short while thanking the Almighty, whilst
face-planted into a patch of heather! Higher up Roland
opts for the safety of the rope, and higher still the slabs
relent somewhat and we finally rest on top with a good
view over to Raven Crag.

With the afternoon slipping
away it was time to begin
heading N, first over the
impressive 'tor-like' top of
Rosthwaite Cam…then down
into the quiet bowl where the
lovely Tarn at Leaves nestles.
A little further on, Roland
and I made a final dash up to
bag the summit of the
strangely named Bessyboot
(a really good viewpoint),
before rejoining the others
for the descent to the valley
floor.
As we finally
reached level
ground the slopes
of the upper
Borrowdale valley
were suddenly
illuminated in
stunning May
sunshine…and I
wondered how on
earth tomorrows
planned outing to
Langdale could possibly equal todays adventure?
But that's another story...
Tony Clarke
May 2017

Clive’s conundrums or “The Presidents mountain quiz”

FAMOUS BRITISH MOUNTAINEERS
Can you name the following famous British mountaineers?
1)
An English plumber who made a series of brilliant rock climbs in
the early fifties, he was on the first ascent of Kangchenjunga in 1955. His
autobiography The Hard Years was published in 1967.
2)
He was a leading nineteenth-century mountaineer who climbed
extensively in the Alps before moving further afield to make many first
ascents in the Andes and the Canadian Rockies. His books include How To
Use The Aneroid Barometer and Travels Among the Great Andes of the
Equator.
3)
A Scottish doctor who revolutionised post-war winter climbing in
Scotland and was on the first ascent of Rakaposhi in 1958. He was killed
while abseiling from a sea stack in 1970.
4)
A mountaineer, explorer and popular travel writer who led the
British Everest expedition in 1938. He disappeared while sailing across the
Atlantic in 1977
5)
He was a noted expedition cameraman who, after first British
ascents of the north face of the Matterhorn in winter and the Nose of El
Capitan, disappeared on Mount Everest in 1975, probably after reaching
the summit.
6)
A Scottish climber noted for his ice climbs of the 1930’s. He wrote
the classic Mountaineering in Scotland while a prisoner of war.
7)
An ex-army officer, he made the first British ascent of the North
Face of the Eiger in 1962 and led many Himalayan expeditions, including
the first ascent of the South Face of Annapurna in 1970. In 1985. At the
age of 50 , he reached the summit of Mount Everest
8)
A poet and president of the Alpine Club from 1941-1044 he
reached the summit of the Matterhorn with an artificial limb after losing
his left leg during World War 1.
9)
A pioneer British rock climber and alpinist. He became famous as
the so-called Father of Norwegian Mountaineering.
10)
The first British woman to climb a 26,000ft (8,000m) peak (Broad
Peak in 1984). She died in her tent near the summit of K2 in 1986.

Events Diary
19th -20th August Monthly meet, North Wales
1st -3rd September Climbing in the Roaches- Don
Whillans hut, Leek, Staffordshire
16th -17th September Monthly meet, North Wales
24th September- PMC AGM, Town club, Bretton,
Peterborough
6-8th October Lakes Scrambling meet, Clives Gaff,
Threlkeld, Lake District.
21-22 October- North wales monthly meet
18-19 November - North Wales monthly meet
16-17 December - Xmas meet with fabulous catering and
general festivities and frolics- North Wales

